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Global fintech financing hit a new record in 2017 with 1,128 deals valued, in aggregate, at
$16.6 billion, according to CB Insights.
To provide an insight into the type of startups in Fintech and available investment
opportunities, TiE APAC Fintech Special Interest Group featured a program involving five
startups. They are looking to make an impact in the financial sector globally & were shortlisted
by chapters in Melbourne (Verifier & Coinworx), Hong Kong (CoverGo) and Chennai (Anaxee
Digital Runner & at.Money). In Hong Kong a 2 hour pitching competition preceded the
program and the winner was CoverGo, who presented.
The startups pitched for 6 minutes each, followed by 4 minutes of Q&A by a panel of 4
international investors from UK (Pontaq), HK (Starlake Capital), Melbourne (Rampersand) &
regional Asia, Lat Am, Africa (Quona). The investors provided an insight into what they are
investing in and trends they are seeing to lead into the actual pitching event.
This was short sharp event of 70 minutes duration. Participants surveyed were either satisfied
or very satisfied, with the program and how it was conducted. A sample of feedback on what
they liked – “Pitching & the questions”, “Fascinating to observe the pitches”, “Global pitches
and getting a better idea across what is around Asia” “Diversity of businesses”. There were
also comments around different accents being difficult to follow & there being echo in the
room in Melbourne.
There were interests expressed by investors in connecting with specific pitchers. Hopefully it
will result in some strong connections, funding and growth. Would appreciate if you can keep
us posted, as your stories develop.
In Melbourne, around the Swinburne University AGSE board room we had around 25 people
and had to close the booking early. Apologies to those who missed out. There was also
robust participation from Hong Kong and Chennai. The session was a good demonstration of
the core value of TIE - mentoring, networking, education, incubating & funding. Our next
program will be on the 14th August, where US funders looking at investing in Australia will be
pitching to Australian start ups. Hope you will be able to join.

A FinTech conclave is planned to be hosted in Chennai on 16th June 2018, focussing on
cross border investments and scaling of FinTechs. The event is hosted with the support of
Government of India’s FinTech Centre of Excellence coming up in Chennai.
It is even humbling that there is now interest across the globe. Chapters from US, UK, Middle
East, Singapore and other cities have expressed interest. We are looking at options. In US and
globally these pitching competitions result not only in funding, but also a collaborative
ecosystem with networking and mentoring support that work well both for investors and
startups.
To know more about the TiE Fintech network, please feel free to contact us:
Mouli Ganguly
Facilitator - Melbourne
mouli@ganguly.com.au
Bipin Manuel
Facilitator - Brisbane
bipin@bipinmanuel.com
Mahesh Ramachandran
Facilitator - Chennai
mahesh@cigs.in
Iain Reed
Facilitator – Hong Kong
reedi@efa.biz

in collaboration with

Panel of Investors
Quona Capital - Chennai, India
Quona is a diverse team with broad entrepreneurial and investment experience in fintech in
emerging markets, which helps them relate to, understand, and connect with entrepreneurs.
They have developed extensive networks relevant to our portfolio companies, connecting
them with funders, talent, and strategies to help them scale. Quona’s strategic relationship
with Accion is key to the differentiated value we bring as investors.
For more information, visit https://quona.com.

Pontaq - Chennai, India
Pontaq Indian Professionals Forum (IPF), a think tank for the Indian diaspora in the UK, has
mooted the setup of a UK-India Innovation Fund (UIIF). UIIF will be domiciled in the UK and
will be set up with an initial corpus of £50M scaling up to £500M.
For more information, visit www.ipforum.net.

Rampersand - Melbourne, Australia
Rampersand is an early-stage venture capital firm. Rampersand invests in the best Australian
technology founders, teams and companies and are committed to helping them become
major national, regional and global leaders. The rampersand team has worked with
successful startups and technology firms in Australia, Silicon Valley, Israel, Europe and Asia.
For more information, visit http://rampersand.vc/.

Starlake Capital - Hong Kong
Melvin Chan is founder and Managing Partner of StarLake Group, focussed on PE, real
estate & VC. Starlake adds value as an advisor to its investments by leveraging its deep
network of family office and institutional investors as well as strategic partners in Greater
China, South East Asia & the Middle East.. After graduating from Oxford, Melvin started his
career at Terra Firms in London, before relocating to Asia.
For more information, visit www.starlakecapital.com.

Startups
At.money - Chennai, India
At.Money provides combination of UPI (Unified Payments Interface) and contactless payment
through NFC (Near Field Communication). One of the use case is to be able to make a tap
and pay payment but approval of the payment happens through another mobile where a PIN
has to be entered. This is like giving someone a debit/credit card but the PIN is operated
remotely.

Anaxee Digital Runners - Chennai, India
Anaxee Digital Runners provides electronic Know Your Customer with optional physical
verification. This allows FinTech companies to get the customer details verified before they
are offered services. For more information, visit http://www.anaxee.com/anaxee/.

Verifier - Melbourne, Australia
Verifier is an Australian based, high growth, enterprise DaaS business. Verifier eliminates the
online friction of manually verifying income - which currently results in a 30% drop out from
loan applications - making the process fast and simple. KPMG has identified Verifier as an
emerging company in its 2017 Australian FinTech Landscape Report. Lisa Schutz, the CEO,
and founder won the Fintech Leader of the Year Award in 2017 at the Women in Finance
Awards. Verifier is live in market in Australia, with top banks and financial institutions
operating in Australia in various stages of product trialing and acceptance.

Coinworx - Melbourne, Australia
GoldTraX is a next wave crypto-token – its value to users derives from utility rather than
speculation. Users will be individuals and businesses who currently purchase, gift or trade
physical gold, as well as digital currency investors who wish to balance their portfolios with a
low volatility product. GoldTraX provides an electronic surrogate to physical gold which will
streamline and democratise investment in gold, with zero fees for most transactions. The
Coinworx team is exploring suitable crypto-currency platforms and is in discussion with an
Australian university which has a blockchain crypto-currency R&D lab.

CoverGo - Hong Kong
CoverGo provides cutting-edge technology to the insurance industry. CoverGo’s awardwinning tech platform helps insurance and broker companies digitize and grow their
insurance business. CoverGo uses advanced algorithms and big data analytics to compare
insurance products, consolidate insurance policies and highlight insurance needs.
CoverGo’s enterprise software solution enables companies to create, manage and
distribute insurance products at speed.

Be part of the TiE global community
TiE was founded in 1992 in Silicon Valley by a group of successful entrepreneurs, corporate
executives, and senior professionals. There are currently more than 15,000 members and
over 2,500 charter members in 60 chapters in 17 countries.
The mission of TiE is to foster entrepreneurship globally through the 5 pillars of TiE:
mentoring, networking and education, funding and incubation. Dedicated to the virtuous
cycle of wealth creation and giving back to the community, TiE’s focus is on generating and
nurturing our next generation of entrepreneurs.
TiE connects the entire entrepreneurship ecosystem from early stage entrepreneurs, serial
entrepreneurs, professionals at leading corporations, venture capital, angel investors, thought
leaders among others. The organization emphasizes the spirit of giving in all aspects of their
work.
The foremost and most widely known event that TiE hosts is TiEcon, which is the largest
professional and networking conference for entrepreneurs. TiE also hosts a wide range of
programs events catering to various industry verticals, educational events hosted by TiE
Institute, TiE Young Entrepreneurs (TYE) program to foster entrepreneurship in our youth, and
TiE Women’s Forum for empowering women entrepreneurs.
Over the last 25 years of existence TiE Chapters around the world has become a vibrant
platform for entrepreneurs, professionals, industry leaders, investors to interact with one
another and forge long lasting relationships.
To know more about TiE membership, please feel free to reach out to:
Saurabh Mishra, TiE Melbourne President
saurabh.mishra@tiemelbourne.org
Sonya Yeung, TiE Hong Kong Executive Director
sonya@tie.org.hk
Akhila Rajeshwar, TiE Chennai Executive Director
akhila@tiechennai.org

